
No matter how tight your budget, 
paying attention to the design and 
development of school grounds is always 
a valuable process, insists Mary Jackson  

Outside   

W
hen a new secondary school is built or an ex-
isting one refurbished it is often easy to see
where the priorities lie – impressive, state-
ment buildings; up-to-the-minute technol-
ogy; and fancy new furniture that would look

at home in any trendy London pad. And while all these ele-
ments can have a beneficial impact on, for example, learning
and the self-esteem of pupils, what about the school grounds?
When budgets get tight, the outdoor environment is often the
first space to get ‘value engineered’ out of the 
proposals (with the possible exception of first-class sports 
facilities). Yet getting these spaces right can prove to be a cost-
effective, high-impact addition to any school site.

Architects may argue that buildings need to be right from
the start while landscapes can develop over time. But not
planning the school site as a whole can lead to underused,
undervalued and un-cared-for spaces that add little to the
experience of the young people they serve. When
secondary schools do use their grounds, teaching and
learning are greatly enhanced, pupils are motivated
and teachers are also re-enthused. Where the
environment has been designed to support
learning, play and socialising, pupils and teachers
are able to make the most of it straight away.
Where little has been done outside then
teachers not only have to think about what
they can teach outside but also about creating
the resources to enable this to happen. 

Moreover, in this sector the importance
of socialising features highly. Students
need spaces to gather and to meet with
friends, designed in a way that promotes
interaction – so long rows of benches, for
example, are generally not going to be the
most effective. In contrast, horse-shoe
shaped seating means that spaces
designed around social interaction can
also function well as spaces for learning,
thus adding value to the features.

In 2009 a MORI poll showed that
97% of teachers believe that schools
need to use their outside spaces
effectively to enhance their pupils’
development, but 80% claim that their
school is failing to maximise the

CASE
STUDIES
AT PIONEER SCHOOL IN
BASILDON, ESSEX
(IMAGE, FAR RIGHT), THE
SITE WAS DESIGNED TO
WORK AS A WHOLE.
CLASSROOMS HAVE
DIRECT ACCESS TO THE
OUTDOORS, PROVIDING
A WIDER RANGE OF
EXPERIENCES FOR THE
STUDENTS; AND THE
OUTDOOR SPACES
RELATE TO THOSE
INSIDE, SO THAT AL
FRESCO PERFORMANCE
AREAS, FOR EXAMPLE,
ARE ADJACENT TO
INTERIOR MUSIC AND
DRAMA SPACES. 

IN CONTRAST, THE RSA
ACADEMY IN TIPTON,
WEST MIDLANDS HAS
AN IMPRESSIVE, NEW,
HIGH-TECH INDOOR
ENVIRONMENT BUT THE
GROUNDS WERE NOT
INCORPORATED INTO
THE DESIGN PROCESS.
TEACHERS HAD TO
START FROM SCRATCH
TO MAKE THE GROUNDS
WORK FOR THEM, BUT
NOW PUPILS TAKE PART
IN A GROW-YOUR-OWN
PROJECT, HARVESTING
THEIR CROPS FOR USE
BY THE SCHOOL
CANTEEN, AND THEY
HAVE GREAT PLANS FOR
THE FUTURE, INCLUDING
BUILDING A COB OVEN
TO COOK THEIR 
OWN VEGETABLES. 
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there was no dipping platform, no outside storage
and not even a path leading up to the pond,
making it virtually unusable without further
development. 

Schools also need to have some
understanding of designers. One school was
recently presented drawings of their site that
included wonderful-looking grounds. However,
these were only ‘impressions’ of what the
grounds could look like and were never
intended to be part of the build. Staff did not
understand this and were therefore
disappointed with what they ended up with. At
another school, a ‘Key Stage 3 play area’ on a plan turned out to be a concrete bench with
an area of tarmac in front of it. The key here is to not to be afraid to challenge the
designers – you need to be sure they understand you, and you understand them.

Below are seven key pointers for making sure your designers give you the grounds you
deserve. Challenge them on these and you are more likely to get great grounds:

1The space should be designed for the users – this may sound obvious but sometimes
the design can look good on paper but the designer has not given real consideration

as to how the school will want to use the site.

2The best school grounds allow for flexibility of use. Don’t let spaces get 
over-designed so that features can only be used in one way. Think about how

different people might want to use the site and how this might change in the future.

3Most designers understand that they need to consider sustainability in design, and
this is particularly relevant to the outside space. The use of sustainably sourced

materials, the way the grounds are planned and managed to increase biodiversity, or
using local suppliers and contractors should all be considered.

4Look at the diversity of spaces you want in your site. The wider the range of types,
sizes and quality of space the more you will be able to use them in different ways.

5How does the site work as a whole? Do the indoors and outdoors work together?
How easy is access from inside to out?  Can everyone move around the site with

ease or are there some areas that should in fact be more of a
challenge to reach?

6Whilst many elements outside are less costly to create
than indoor facilities this should not equate to low

quality. It is important that, if spaces outside are to be seen
as important and are to be long lasting, they are made by
skilled craftspeople and builders, and that the materials used
are the best possible.

7Last, but certainly not least, engaging the whole school
community in the design and development process will

ensure you end up with grounds that fit the needs of the
whole school and that whatever is developed will be
appreciated and cared-for by the users. In secondary schools
this can be a real learning experience for pupils and may
even have an influence on their career choices, so it is an
opportunity not to be missed.

However, even the best-designed grounds are not a
success if they are not then used effectively. From cooking in
solar ovens and creating wind-powered toy cars to
performing Shakespeare and growing fruit and vegetables,
secondary school grounds have the potential to engage
pupils, to stimulate creative thinking, to enhance and
complement the learning that takes place inside and to
engender a love of the natural world. Your designers can help
you make these spaces great but it will always be up to you to
make the most of what you have been given.

Mary Jackson is
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learning and play

throughout their education.

potential of this valuable resource. It
is obvious, therefore, that there is a
gap between what teachers believe
should happen and what is occurring
on the ground. So how do you ensure
this doesn’t continue?

Getting it Right
The first and most important factor is
the enthusiasm and determination of
teaching staff to get good grounds. They
need to make designers understand
that this is a priority for their school.
Even if the budget gets cut, the
framework of the outside space needs
to be right so that this can be built on.
Teachers also need to be able to express
their ideas and needs to the designers –
telling them how they teach outside
and the way they want the grounds to
be used. Designers don’t always
understand this and, even with the best
of intentions, they can get it wrong. One
school I have visited asked for a wildlife
pond – which they were duly given by
the landscape architect. However,

INFO 
BAR
LEARNING THROUGH
LANDSCAPES CAN
SUPPORT YOUR SCHOOL
IN A VARIETY OF WAYS,
FOR EXAMPLE: 
+ ‘WORKOUT’ IS A
TOOLKIT TO HELP
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
DEVELOP THEIR
GROUNDS. THIS IS
CURRENTLY ON OFFER
FOR THE REDUCED
PRICE OF £30
+ ‘OUTSIDE YOUR
COMFORT ZONE?’ IS
LTL’S NATIONAL
CONFERENCE FOR 2012
AND WILL BE HELD AT
THE RSA ACADEMY 
IN TIPTON
FIND OUT MORE AT
LTL.ORGL.IK
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